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bstract

Adequate biophysical characterization of influenza virions is important for vaccine development. The influenza virus vaccines are produced
rom the allantoic fluid of developing chicken embryos. The process of viral replication produces a heterogeneous mixture of infectious and
on-infectious viral particles with varying states of aggregation. The study of the relative distribution and behavior of different subpopulations and
heir inter-correlation can assist in the development of a robust process for a live virus vaccine. This report describes a field flow fractionation and

ultiangle light scattering (FFF-MALS) method optimized for the analysis of size distribution and total particle counts. The FFF-MALS method

as compared with several other methods such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), size exclusion

hromatography followed by MALS (SEC-MALS), quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT Q-PCR), median tissue
ulture dose (TCID50), and the fluorescent focus assay (FFA). The correlation between the various methods for determining total particle counts,
nfectivity and size distribution is reported. The pros and cons of each of the analytical methods are discussed.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The need for improved biophysical characterization of
iruses has increased in recent years primarily due to the
ncreased interest in therapeutic applications (Ferrari, 2005) and
reater demand for safe and efficacious virus-derived products
Roitsch et al., 2001). The influenza virus of types A/H1N1,
/H3N2 and B propagated in the allantoic fluid of develop-

ng chicken embryos are used for vaccine applications. These
nfluenza virus preparations contain a heterogeneous mixture of
nfectious and non-infectious viral particles ranging from 106

o 1010 virions per ml that exhibit varying states of aggregation
Campbell et al., 2004). The relationship between the various
iological and physical properties exhibited by suspensions of

nfluenza viruses is still not adequately characterized. A better
nderstanding of viral subpopulations can be used to develop a
obust process to yield a consistent virus vaccine preparation.
or example, evaluation of virus aggregation or dis-aggregation

mailto:weiz@medimmune.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jviromet.2007.04.008
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an assist in sample handling, in monitoring changes after each
rocess step, and assessing losses due to aggregated viral pop-
lations. In addition, the ratio of infectious particles to total
articles may provide information on the process steps leading
o non-infectious virus and therefore, impact the consistency of
anufacturing. Finally, an understanding of the key biophysical

arameters of influenza virus through analytical measurements
an improve formulations by preventing degradation and iden-
ifying better storage conditions.

The influenza virus is pleomorphic and the overall size range
ay be above the exclusion limit for size exclusion chromatog-

aphy (SEC). Separation technologies and poor sensitivity are
he main barriers to obtain reliable measurements for evaluating
he biophysical characteristics of these viruses. Several different
echniques can be used to assess total virus particle counts, size
eterogeneity, morphology, and infectivity. These include: trans-
ission electron microscopy (TEM) (Miller, 1986), atomic force
icroscopy (AFM) (Ohnesorge et al., 1997), reverse transcrip-

ion polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) (Schalk et al., 2004),
ensity gradient centrifugation (disc centrifuge or analytical
ltracentrifugation) (Bondoc and Fitzpatrick, 1998), and infec-
ivity assays such as measuring median tissue culture infective
ose (TCID50) (Belshe and Van Voris, 1984) and the fluorescent
ocus assay (FFA) (Dove and Racaniello, 1997; Vlaycheva and
hambers, 2002). A method which couples field flow fractiona-

ion (FFF) to multiangle light scattering (MALS) was developed
s an emerging technology for separating and quantifying var-
ous viral subpopulations. A SEC separation method coupled
o MALS was also evaluated for virus size and particle count
etermination.
This report describes the use of FFF-MALS and SEC-MALS,
n comparison to the analytical methods mentioned above, for the
haracterization of influenza virus preparations. The results of
he newly developed FFF-MALS method are compared to other

a
a
2

able 1
eproducibility of total particle counts and % aggregate of B/Yamanashi/166/98 by F

ethod Day Injection log1

FF-MALS

1
1 10.7
2 10.4

2
1 10.4
2 10.1

3
1 10.6
2 10.3

4
1 10.3
2 10.7

5
1 10.4
2 10.4

Average 10.4
% CV 1.8

EC-MALS

1

1 9.7
2 9.9
3 9.9
4 9.9
5 9.9

Average 9.9
% CV 0.8
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ethods used for the characterization of viral subpopulations,
iving validity and perspective to the FFF-MALS data. Sev-
ral case studies are examined to correlate different orthogonal
ethods for determining total particle counts, size distribution,
orphology, and infectivity.

. Materials and methods

All influenza samples were initially obtained as wild-type
rom the Centers for Disease Control and expanded in spe-
ific pathogen-free hen eggs (spf eggs; SPAFAS, Charles River
aboratories Inc., Wilmington, MA). The master virus seed

MVS) is used in the development of cold-adapted influenza
accine (CAIV) and is prepared by a classical re-assortment
rocess between an attenuated master donor virus (MDV) and a
ild-type (wt) influenza virus. The specific genotype of CAIV
VS is designated “6:2,” which indicates that the six internal

ene segments (PB2, PB1, PA, NP, M, and NS) conferring the
iological phenotypes of cold-adapted (ca), temperature sen-
itive (ts), and attenuation (att) are derived from the MDV,
nd two gene segments, encoding the hemagglutinin (HA) and
euraminidase (NA) surface antigens that engender protective
mmune response, are derived from the current wt influenza
train. The 6:2 genotype and the ca, ts and att phenotypes of

VS are key biological properties that are responsible for the
bility of CAIV to replicate well at the cooler temperatures of
he nasal cavity and its inability to replicate efficiently at warmer
emperatures in the lung. The MVS is then expanded in spf eggs
SPAFAS, Charles River Laboratories Inc., Wilmington, MA)
o produce the viral vaccine (Murphy and Coelingh, 2002).
The samples produced from the above method are designated
s crude. Some of the influenza viruses were grown as above
nd purified further by sucrose density centrifugation (Liu et al.,
002). The virus type or subtype and sample preparation pro-

FF-MALS and SEC-MALS

0 total virus count (ml) % Monomer % Aggregate

62 38
78 22
79 21
81 19
74 26
76 24
76 24
66 34
79 21
78 22

75 25
8.2 24.5

81 19
80 20
81 19
82 18
80 20

81 19
1.0 4.4
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Fig. 1. Effect of focus time, cross flow speed and cross flow gradient on FFF
separation of B/Yamanashi/166/98. Light scattering signal from 90◦ detector
vs. time is shown. (A) Increasing the post-injection focus times from 0 min (1),
1 min (2), 5 min (3), and 15 min (4) at cross flow rate of 0.4 ml/min; (B) using
an initial cross flow of 0.2 ml/min (1), 0.5 ml/min (2) or 0.7 ml/min (3) with the
cross flow gradient kept at −0.011 ml/min and a post-injection focus time of
15 min; (C) the gyration radius distribution over time is shown along with 90◦
detector light scattering signal. The cross flow was ramped from 0.4 to 0 ml/min
over 5 min (1), 35 min (2) or 55 min (3).

Fig. 2. Linearity of the FFF-MALS method for total virus counting of
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Fig. 3. SEC-MALS analysis of B/Yamanishi/166/98 crud
/Yamanashi/166/98. Virus particle counts were derived from light scattering
ata at increasing injection volumes. The virus particle counts are not corrected
o represent total monomeric virion counts.

edure used for results presented herein are as follows: Table 1,
igs. 1–5: B/purified; Table 2: B/crude; Table 3: A/H1N1,
/H3N2, B/purified; Table 4: B/crude; Table 5: B/crude.

.1. Asymmetrical flow FFF-MALS method

Influenza virus samples were separated by an asymmetrical
ow FFF system (Eclipse, Wyatt Technology Corp., Santa Bar-
ara, CA) followed by MALS analysis (DAWN EOS detector,
yatt Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, CA). An Agilent 1100
PLC system (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) was used

o inject the samples and deliver the mobile phase to the FFF
ystem. The FFF apparatus was assembled with a 350 �m-thick
eflon spacer which formed the trapezoidal flow channel. The

embrane was made of regenerated cellulose with a 10 kDa
olecular weight cutoff. Samples were separated in the normal
lution mode where particles elute in the order of increasing
ize. Samples were first focused at the head of the channel with
wo opposing lateral flow fields of 0.2 ml/min and a vertical
ross-flow field of 0.4 ml/min. Focus times were 15 min, unless

e harvest sample showing the UV profile at 220 nm.
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Table 2
Comparison of total virus count, % aggregation, and infectivity by the various analytical methods: FFF-MALS, SEC-MALS, TEM, AFM, TCID50 and FFA

Method log10 total virus count (ml) % Monomer % Aggregate log10 infectious counts (ml)

Average %CV Average %CV Average %CV Average %CV

FFF-MALS 10.4 1.8 75 8.2 25 24.5 NA NA
SEC-MALS 9.9 0.8 81 1.0 19 4.4 NA NA
AFM NA NA 77 0.8 23 8.9 NA NA
TEM 10.2 10.0 75 0.9 25 8.2 NA NA
PCR 9.9 0.1 NA NA NA NA NA NA
TCID50 NA NA NA NA NA NA 7.9 0.2
FFA NA NA NA NA NA NA 7.7 0.1

Table 3
Analysis of B strain influenza virus by TEM, FFF-MALS, PCR and TCID50 methods

Influenza virus log10 TCID log10 FFF log10 PCR log10 TEM TCID/FFF (%) TCID/TEM (%) % Monomer % Aggregate

B Strain 1a 8.4 9.9 9.8 9.9 3.3 3.3 17 83
B Strain 1b 7.7 9.7 9.1 9.3 1.0 2.3 0 100
B Strain 2a 8.6 9.9 9.8 9.9 4.5 4.5 37 63
B Strain 2b 8.3 10.0 9.5 9.7 1.9 4.2 19 81

Table 4
Analysis of A strain and B strain influenza virus by FFF-MALS and FFA before and after a process

Influenza virus Before treatment After treatment

log10 FFF % Monomer % Aggregate log10 FFF % Monomer % Aggregate log10 FFA

A/H N 10.0 51 49 10.5 88 12 9.6
A
B
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1 1

/H3N2 9.1 0 100
9.8 59 41

ndicated otherwise. Samples were eluted in 0.1 M potassium
hosphate, pH 7.4. All samples except B/Jilin/20/03 were eluted
ith a lateral flow rate of 1.0 ml/min and a cross-flow gradient of
.4–0 ml/min in 35 min. The B/Jilin/20/03 samples were eluted
ith a lateral flow rate of 0.8 ml/min and a cross-flow gradient of
.6–0 ml/min in 60 min. The injection volume was 40 �l for puri-
ed influenza samples and 100 �l for all other influenza samples.

Following FFF separation, viral particles were detected with
n 18-angle MALS detector. The incident beam wavelength
s 680 nm and is generated by 30 mW Gallium-arsenide laser.
aseline scattering and peak boundaries were determined using
stra software (Wyatt Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, CA).
ignals from the following detectors were analyzed: 35◦, 42◦,
1◦, 65◦, 78◦, 90◦, 101◦, 111◦, 121◦, 135◦, 142◦, 155◦ and 163◦.

article root mean square (RMS) radius of gyration (Rg) was cal-
ulated by fitting the angular dependence of the light scattering
ayleigh ratios to a second order polynomial. The fit is extrap-
lated to zero angle and the radius calculated from the slope

able 5
ffect of elevated temperature on size distribution and total particle counts of a
strain influenza virus

nfluenza virus log10 FFF % Monomer % Aggregate

nitial, 4 ◦C 9.5 7 93
0 min, 33 ◦C 9.5 75 25
0 min, 33 ◦C 9.4 73 27

g
C
m
r
p
M
W

2

s

10.8 82 18 9.6
10.6 89 11 8.9

t zero angle according to the Zimm formalism (Zimm, 1948)
sing the Astra software.

The calculated radii and light scattering Rayleigh ratios were
reated according to the methods of Wyatt and Weida (2004) to
btain virus and particle counts, as well as percent monomer
nd aggregate. The particle count is defined as the number of
onomeric and aggregate particles (composed of virus) per vol-

me unit. The virus count is defined as the number of virus per
olume unit including the individual virion within each aggre-
ate. Only the particle counts were used to determine percent
onomer and aggregate.

.2. SEC-MALS method

SEC separation of virus was carried out using an Ultrahydro-
el 1000TM polymer column (12 �m, 7.8 mm × 300 mm, Waters
orp., Milford, MA) on an Agilent 1100 HPLC system. The
obile phase was 0.1 M potassium phosphate, pH 7.4. The flow

ate was 0.2 ml/min. 15–20 �l of crude or purified viral sam-
les at 4 ◦C were injected. Detection was carried out using a
ALS instrument as described above (DAWN EOS detector,
yatt Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, CA).
.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM studies were performed on Jeol JEM 1200-EX II micro-
cope (Jeol Ltd., Tokyo Japan). For morphology observations,
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Fig. 4. TEM and AFM images of B/Yamanishi/166/98. (A) TEM of
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/Yamanashi/166/98 mixed with 125 nm latex beads (v: virus; va: virus aggre-
ate; b: beads); (B) AFM image of B/Yamanashi/166/98. Bar represents 200 nm
n both images.

�l of virus samples were placed onto formvar-carbon coated
00-mesh copper grids (Structure Probe Inc., West Chester, PA)
nd allowed to absorb for 1 min. The grids were wicked dry
ith filter paper and stained with 3% buffered phosphotungstic

cid (pH 6.8). For particle counting, the virus samples were
ixed with an equal volume suspension of 120-nm latex beads

Duke Scientific Inc., Palo Alto, CA). 2.5 �l of the mixture was
eposited onto the grids and allowed to dry. The grids were then
tained with 3.0% buffered phosphotungstic acid and wicked
ry. Grids were examined by TEM at 80 kV accelerating volt-
ge for the presence of influenza virus. The virus was counted
long with beads in several randomly selected fields of view until
bead count of 500 was reached. The total virus count was cal-

ulated by the ratio of virus count to bead count multiplied by the
nown bead concentration per prepared sample. For evaluation
f average size of viral particles, the images were digitized and
nalyzed by the Image Pro software (Media Cybernetics Inc.,

m
a
c
t
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ilver Spring, MD). The identified virions were manually out-
ined and then the average diameter of all outlined particles was
alculated using the calibration bar generated by the electron
icroscope for sizing.

.4. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Freshly cleaved mica was derivatized with aminopropyltri-
thoxysilane (APTES) according to the method of Lyubchenko
t al. (1992). Then, 10 �l of the B/Yamanashi/166/98 virus
ample was adsorbed for 10 min at ambient temperature. Ten
icroliters of 0.025% glutaraldehyde was added to the virus

roplet and the mixture was allowed to react for 10 min. The
ica was rinsed three times with purified water and allowed

o air dry. Samples of 120-nm polystyrene beads (Duke Sci-
ntific Inc., Palo Alto, CA) in water with a concentration of
.3 × 1010 ml−1 were prepared similar to the above method, but
ithout glutaraldehyde fixation. The samples were imaged in

ir using tapping-mode AFM (picoAFM, Molecular Imaging
nc., Tempe, AZ). The probe was driven by an oscillating mag-
etic field. Typical resonance frequencies were between 90 and
10 kHz. Typical scanning force was maintained between 0.5
nd 1 pN/nm. Topographic particle images were analyzed using
mage analysis software ImagePro (Media Cybernetics Inc., Sil-
er Spring, MD) to determine monomer and aggregate counts
er field. Images of the 120-nm beads were used to calibrate the
and y measurements of the software. The lower z dimension

imit was allowed to be considerably lower for influenza due to
he given soft particle flattening effect (Yang, 1966), humidity
ffects on the surface (Van Noort et al., 1997) and the tendency
f scans to not always remain within the intermittent contact
egime.

.5. RT Q-PCR method

RNA of influenza virus was extracted in duplicate or tripli-
ate using the Qiagen (Valencia, CA) QIAamp Viral RNA mini
it. RNA was reverse transcribed in duplicate using the High
apacity cDNA Archive Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
A). The cDNAs were analyzed in duplicate by Q-PCR using
rimers and a probe specific for the HA gene of Influenza B virus
nd the TaqMan Universal Master Mix (Applied Biosystems)
n the ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System (Applied
iosystems). Results were analyzed using Sequence Detection
oftware, Version 1.9 (Applied Biosystems) and values con-
erted to copies/ml.

Viral RNA quantity was determined with the use of a standard
urve generated with serial dilutions of a plasmid containing the
/Yamanashi/166/98 HA gene. Plasmid was diluted from 10 pg
own to 1 fg per reaction. Quantity per reaction was converted
o virus/ml by multiplying the fg HA RNA/reaction 4,000,000×
virus diluted 1:10 pre-extraction, RNA diluted 1:10 during the
T step, 5 �l of cDNA analyzed, there are approximately 200

olecules of viral RNA per fg HA plasmid). These calculations

ssume 100% efficiency of all steps, that the amplification effi-
iency of test sample and plasmid standard are equivalent, and
hat there is no extra-viral RNA present.
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ig. 5. FFF-MALS fractograms of A strain and B strain influenza virus before a
he RMS radius (in red). Pairs (A and B) and (C and D) are A/H1N1 and A/H3N
btained from samples before the process treatment and plots B, D and F were

.6. Median tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) method

The infectivity assay was used to measure the amount of
nfectious virus in a sample. The assay measures infectious
ytocidal virions in a cell-based system, and determines the
edian tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) in a sample.
riefly, Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cell monolayers

n 96-well plates were inoculated with serial 10-fold dilutions
f vaccinal virus test sample (eight wells of each dilution). Four
eplicates of a sample were assayed on each of 2 days. Plates
ere incubated for 6 days at 33 ± 1 ◦C to allow viral infec-

ion and replication to proceed. At the end of the incubation
eriod, the number of wells exhibiting cytopathic effect (CPE)
as recorded. The Karber modification of the Reed–Muench
ethod was used to calculate the infectious titer, which was

efined as the mean reciprocal of the dilution of test material
hat produces CPE in 50% of the inoculated wells, and was
xpressed as log10 TCID50/ml. The mean of eight replicates was
alculated and reported as the mean TCID50 titer. An assay con-
rol (influenza virus preparation of known infectious titer) was
ncluded in all TCID50 assays.

.7. FFA method

The FFA is an antibody binding and staining method used

or the determination of infectious virus in a sample. The FFA
equires nine wells of a 96-well plate, and takes two days to
btain results. The FFA combines a number of antibody bind-
ng steps resulting in the fluorescent staining of virus-infected

m
d
t

ter a process. The 90◦ light scattering signal over time (in blue) is overlaid with
ins, respectively, and pair (E and F) is a B strain sample. Plots A, C and D were
ed from samples after the process treatment.

ells. To perform the assay, serial 10-fold dilutions of mono-
alent CAIV-T samples were made in serum-free Virus Growth
edium (VGM) followed by inoculation onto confluent MDCK

ells. The inoculated plates were incubated at 33 ± 1 ◦C for
7–20 h. The plates were washed, fixed with 80% acetone, and
ried for 15–20 min. The plates were then rehydrated with 0.5%
PBS (0.5% Tween 20 in PBS), pH 7.2, and the appropri-
te primary anti-HA antiserum was added and incubated for
h at 37 ± 1 ◦C. Following incubation, the plates were again
ashed to remove the primary antiserum. The fluorescein-

sothiocyanate (FITC) conjugated secondary antibody was then
dded, and the plates were incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1 ◦C,
± 1% CO2. Following incubation, the plates were washed,
ried, and observed using an inverted fluorescent microscope
quipped with suitable filters for viewing FITC fluorescence at
00× magnification. The fluorescent foci were counted by scan-
ing across the center band of wells. Total area scanned was
/2.8 area of the entire well. The virus titer was calculated in
FU/ml using the equation, 2.8 × 10 × virus dilution × average
ounts = log10 FFU/ml.

. Results

.1. FFF-MALS analysis of influenza virus
FFF-MALS was demonstrated to be an effective tool for
easuring total particle counts and the number-weighted size

istribution of influenza virions (Mcevoy et al., 2007a,b). In
his referenced work, virus and beads were shown to be accu-
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ately quantitated based on their size and scattering intensity.
he method relies on the spherical particle counting equation
roposed by Wyatt and Weida (2004) with the following mod-
fications. First, a particle shape factor was substituted for the
phere shape factor. Second, the calculated particle counts were
orrected to obtain virus counts using models which relate the
easured Rg to various aggregates of spheres unless eluting virus

ractions were monomeric. The new method was tested with and
ithout the modifications by analyzing polystyrene beads and

denovirus samples, both having a well-characterized particle
ize and concentration. Influenza virus samples were analyzed
y the new FFF-MALS technique and compared to atomic force
icroscopy (AFM) analysis, which further confirmed the accu-

acy of particle size and amount of aggregates determination for
he tested samples.

The accurate determination of total particle counts and size
istribution depends on the FFF separation, since the data
rocessing of the light scattering signal usually assumes a
omogenous virus population at any given time. The effects
f FFF separation parameters on the fractograms particular to a
irus sample type need to be studied in order to obtain the most
ccurate data. There are several key FFF parameters, discussed
elow, that can be used to control the quality of sample sepa-
ation; note, however, that the effects of each parameter are not
ndependent of each other. A thorough review of these param-
ters is given by Wahlund (2000) and Fraunhofer and Winter
2004).

.2. Focusing time

The increase of sample focusing time can increase sample
ecovery and resolution (Moon and Myers, 2000). Fig. 1A illus-
rates the effect of the post-injection focus time on fractograms
f B/Yamanashi/166/98. The profiles were progressively shifted
o the right as the focus time increased due to the increase in
nalysis times. The unretained components signal, or void peak,
as saturated when the sample was focused for only 1 min but
as reduced by increasing the focusing time. The decrease in

he void peak was due to better retention of smaller particles,
hich was also reflected by the greater light scattering signal

n the virus monomer peak. In addition, the peaks were better
esolved. Increasing focusing time beyond 5 min did not improve
irus recovery. However, the void peak decreased to its smallest
evels at 15 min.

.3. Cross flow

The cross flow setting is another important parameter that is
ritical to sample separation. According to the FFF theory, in
small particle approximation, retention time is directly pro-

ortional to the cross flow rate and particle size (Giddings,
993; Wahlund, 2000). Due to this, an increase in cross flow
ate results in better retention and larger particles elute after

he smaller ones. An increase in cross flow rate or gradient
ime, within certain limits, increases the degree of virus sep-
ration. Small proteins require a very fast cross flow (several
l/min) for good sample retention and separation of aggregates,

c
t
s
F
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hereas the relatively large virus particles utilize cross flows
f less than 1 ml/min. Extensively increasing cross flow pro-
uces a more monodisperse elution, but peaks can be broader
nd very dilute samples can have peaks flattened into the
aseline.

Fig. 1B illustrates that increasing the cross flow increased the
egree of separation of virus sample components. In this exam-
le, the initial strength of the cross flow gradient was varied
etween 0.2 and 0.7 ml/min while keeping the cross flow gradi-
nt constant at −0.011 ml/min. The lower cross flow appeared
o produce a more intense virus peak, however this is mainly due
o the shortened elution time, which is in agreement with pre-
iously published results (Fraunhofer and Winter, 2004). More
mportantly, the area of the void peak steadily decreased as the
nitial cross flow was increased from 0.2 to 0.5 ml/min. There
as a corresponding increase in the area of the virus peaks asso-

iated with the increase in the cross flow. This indicates that
t the lower cross flow, some amount of virus was not retained
nd eluted in the void. Therefore, the main consideration when
ncreasing cross flow strength would be the desired run time and
vailability of increasing injection volumes. It has been observed
n some samples that holding a constant cross flow for several

inutes before ramping it down to zero can achieve better sep-
ration than the same cross flow gradient without a hold period
data not shown). Several other initial cross flows were tested in
ddition to those presented in Fig. 1B and as a result of these
xperiments, an initial cross flow rate of 0.4 ml/min was deter-
ined to be optimal. Under this condition, a minimal void peak

s seen while the sample run time and required injection volume
re moderate.

Fig. 1C illustrates the effect of the cross flow gradient time
n B/Yamanashi/166/98 separation. Using 0.4 ml/min cross flow
uring initial elution conditions, gradient time was evaluated
ver several injections. The aggregate peak was not resolved
sing a 5-min gradient, and only partially resolved with a
0-min gradient (data not shown). With further increases in
radient time to 55 min, the virus population of 60 nm radius
articles (monomers) was more pronounced and the better size
eparation ensured more accurate particle counts, although all
onditions produced similar virus size distributions for all frac-
ions. Increasing the time that the cross flow is held increased
he retention times, as well as decreased the intensity of the

onomer peak (data not shown). While increasing the degree
f particle separation by size is desirable, excessive separation
an result in noisy signals due to peak broadening. For dilute
amples, the sample injection volume can be increased to obtain
nough light scattering response; however, large injection vol-
mes of >200 �l make sample focusing difficult and may result
n poor resolution.

The results presented in Fig. 1 illustrate the process of
ptimizing the FFF separation for one influenza sample. To sum-
arize, the optimal setting for the following FFF parameters
ere chosen—focus time: 15 min, initial cross flow: 0.4 ml/min,
ross-flow gradient: 0.4–0 ml/min in 35 min. It should be noted
hat these parameters are not strain specific; rather, the same
train produced under different conditions may require different
FF separation conditions. As noted in Section 2, initial cross
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ow and cross flow gradient have been adjusted for other sam-
les. The 15 min focus time has been found optimal for a variety
f influenza samples.

.4. Method performance

The FFF-MALS method performance (optimized for the
/Yamnashi/166/98 sample as described previously) for deter-
ining total virus counts and monomer/aggregate percent was

valuated by analyzing the B/Yamnashi/166/98 sample aliquots
tored at −80 ◦C on random days over a 2-month period. The
otal virus count remained consistent, <2% CV (Table 1). The

monomer value was also fairly consistent with a CV of 8%
s determined from the total particle counts. Method linear-
ty for virus counts was evaluated (Fig. 2). Linear regression
ielded a good fit (R2 = 0.97) within a 1-log range of total virus
njected from 6 × 108 to 4 × 109. This was achieved through a
hree-fold range of injection volume, suggesting that a wider
ange of virus concentrations can be analyzed within the lin-
ar range. With the injection volumes tested, the method did
ot require any adjustment of parameters. However, further
ncrease of injection volume may alter the optimal focusing
ime.

.5. SEC-MALS analysis of influenza virus

SEC has been a valuable tool for separating high molecular
eight proteins, nucleic acids and virus in biological complex
ixtures. Sephacryl S-1000 was used to purify the DWARF

irus by gel filtration (Hewish and Shukla, 1983). Some of the
nfluenza viral proteins have been separated by SEC (Calam
nd Davidson, 1984). SEC was utilized to separate virus parti-
les from other impurities, such as viral and non-viral proteins,
NA, organelles, etc. By passing the virus material through the
ltrahydrogel 1000TM SEC column, virus elutes between 8 and
0 min and all other impurities elute between 18 and 30 min
Fig. 3). The B/Yamanashi/166/98 sample showed a split peak
ith the presumed aggregated population as the early shoulder

ollowed by the monomer peak.
A linear correlation has been observed when injecting vary-

ng amounts of B/Yamanashi/166/98 sample (similar to Fig. 2
or FFF-MALS). In order to assess the precision of the SEC
hromatogram, the B/Yamanashi/166/98 sample was injected
ve times. The total virus count was measured for each injec-

ion and the results are shown in Table 1. In comparison to FFF
%CV of 1.8%), SEC showed similar precision for virus counts
%CV of 0.8%) although the counts were measured within 1
ay, producing a lower CV. The measured monomer percent-
ges by two methods, as determined from the particle counts
75% for FFF-MALS and 81% for SEC-MALS) were also com-
arable. However, SEC consistently gave a lower virus count of
pproximately 0.5 logs for the same B/Yamanashi/166/98 sam-
le. This difference may originate from several causes: (1) the

�m exclusion limit of the column, since particles greater than

his limit would elute with the void volume and would not be
ot quantitated; (2) physical absorbtion of proteinaceous virus
n the SEC column.

a
c
t
a
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.6. Analysis of influenza virus by TEM and AFM

TEM is a well established and widely used technique to
ssess virus particle size, morphology, and counts (Miller,
986). Recent advances in AFM instrumentation made the AFM
ethod very attractive for a rapid and cost-effective visualiza-

ion of viral samples and evaluation of viral size and morphology
Kuznetsov et al., 2001). In addition, the AFM sample prepara-
ion procedures may induce fewer artifacts such as size change
nd aggregation, compared to a typical negative staining for
EM (Rong et al., 2004). However, the spatial resolution of
FM images depends on the sharpness of the scanning tip and it

s generally more than one order of magnitude lower compared
o the typical negative staining TEM images. In this study, both

ethods were evaluated for precision in determination of virus
ize, aggregation percentage and virus counts (the latter for TEM
nly).

A representative TEM micrograph of the B/Yamanashi/
66/98 virus preparation with 125 nm beads is shown in Fig. 4A.
he individual virions, with a characteristic hemagglutinin
orona on the outer envelope, are readily visible in monomeric
nd dimeric aggregate form. The viral particles appear to be
redominately spherical in shape and mostly intact, with well-
efined envelope membranes. Fig. 4B shows a representative
FM scan of the same viral sample. Similarly to the TEM

nalysis, the viral particles on the AFM images appear to
e predominately spherical. However, the AFM image is not
etailed enough to unambiguously distinguish between viruses
nd contaminating particles, and in some cases, between the
leomorphic virions and aggregates. Since the viral samples
xamined for this study were highly purified, it was assumed that
ll particles on the AFM images were virions. The average diam-
ter of viral particles on TEM micrographs, estimated with the
mage Pro software was in agreement with the size estimate from
he AFM images: 90 ± 30 and 87 ± 30 nm, respectively. The
verage diameter from the FFF-MALS analysis was 131 + 7 nm
hich was a conversion from the experimentally measure RMS

adius of gyration to geometric diameter based on a sphere
odel. It is important to note that the influenza monomers

re not completely resolved from the aggregates in the FFF-
ALS separation, leading to an elevated measured radius for

he monomers. Approximately, 75% of all particles appeared to
e monomeric on both TEM and AFM images, which agreed
ell with the FFF-MALS and SEC-MALS data (Table 2). It is
orth noting that each aggregate was counted as a single parti-

le to allow a comparison across all four quantitation methods.
he total viral counts by the TEM method (log10 = 10.2) were
lso consistent with the values obtained from the FFF-MALS
xperiments (Table 2).

.7. Determination of total particle counts by RT Q-PCR

PCR assays measure a specific gene copy and can be used

s an indirect way to determine total particle counts using RNA
opies as a surrogate for viral particles. It has low cost, high
hroughput and is quantitative. However, non-particle associ-
ted RNA may induce artificially high gene copies, and empty
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apsids are not measured. The result of PCR measurements,
hown in Table 2, indicates that the number of gene copies
9.9 log10 copies/ml) is less than the number of virus particles
btained by FFF-MALS (10.4 log10 copies/ml) and in agreement
ith the number of virus particles estimated by SEC-MALS

9.9 log10 copies/ml). It is not unexpected to see that the number
f gene copies is less than the number of particles measured by
FF-MALS, since viruses containing defective genetic material
r “hollow” capsids lacking nucleic acid, could be present in the
ample. Therefore values obtained by PCR may under-estimate
he total population.

.8. Determination of infectious virus

The assays, TCID50, and FFA measure the infectious virus.
he TCID50 assay measures titer based on the cytopathic effect
aused by multiple rounds of replication and reinfection of the
arget cells over a 6-day period. The FFA assay measures titer
ased on immunodetection of virus proteins expressed within
he target cells at 15–20 h post-infection. In Table 2, the num-
ers of infectious particles obtained by TCID50 (7.9) and FFA
7.7) methods are significantly lower than the total number of
irus particles measured by the other methods presented. Infec-
ivity assays detect the infection of cells by virus and there are

any factors that could prevent the infection in an assay. The
nfection could be obstructed at several different stages of the
eplication cycle including attachment, fusion, protein synthe-
is and assembly. The percent of infectious virions, determined
rom the ratio of TCID50 to total virus count determined by TEM
r FFF-MALS, was in the range from 0.1% to 1% (Table 2).
his is not unusual for influenza virus preparations (Enami et
l., 1991; Bancroft and Parslow, 2002).

.9. Correlation of various analytical methods

The effect of varying influenza growth conditions on total par-
icle counts and % infectious particle was studied. Two different
nfluenza B strains were each grown at different temperatures
hich are known to affect virus yield. The possible correlation
etween total virus counts, infectivity, and size distribution of
he virus samples determined by TCID50, TEM, FFF-MALS,
nd PCR was studied (Table 3). The total virus counts obtained
y FFF-MALS or PCR are not significantly different from the
EM values, ≤0.4 log difference, which is within the assay vari-
bility for each method. The virus count obtained using TEM,
FF-MALS and PCR are comparable considering the variability
f these methods, but in general PCR-based values were lower
han those obtained using TEM and FFF-MALS. This observa-
ion is consistent with the data in Table 2. The % infectious virus,
etermined as the percent ratio of TCID50 to both FFF-MALS
nd TEM, was between 1% and 4.5% for both methods. All four
amples were greater than 50% aggregated, as measured from
he total particle count by FFF-MALS. This was supported by

he TEM analysis, which also showed a significant proportion
f aggregates in all samples.

FFF-MALS was used to measure the polydispersity (based
n the total particle count) and total virus count of influenza

o
o
c
i
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irus preparations before and after sample purification and con-
entration by sucrose gradient centrifugation. The FFF-MALS
ractograms of two A strains (A/H1N1 and A/H3N2) and one B
train influenza samples are shown in Fig. 5. The results indi-
ate the presence of a considerable amount of aggregates for
ach of the three virus preparations tested (Fig. 5A, C and E)
nd that the sample treatment caused disaggregation leading to
n observed, distinct peak resembling a monomeric population
Fig. 5 B, D and F). The increase in total virus counts was due
o sample concentration by the centrifugation process (Table 4).
he sample purification and excipient addition produced more
omogenous samples for virus size distribution regardless of the
irus strain and initial sample aggregation state. These results
upport the utility of FFF-MALS for monitoring of changes in
irus size distribution during sample processing.

FFF-MALS can monitor the effect of temperature on total
irus counts and particle size distribution of influenza virus. A
rozen B strain of influenza virus was thawed at 4 ◦C and placed
t 33 ◦C for 0, 30 and 90 min prior to the FFF-MALS analysis.
nalysis of the samples indicates no significant changes for total
irus counts, but particle counts showed a significant decrease
n aggregation after incubation at 33 ◦C (Table 5). After 30 min,
he monomer proportion jumped from 7% to 75% and stayed
t approximately the same level for an additional hour of incu-
ation. The data shows that this virus preparation had a high
evel of aggregation after thawing, but certain aggregate pop-
lations were reversible and could be converted to monomer
y temperature change. These results support the utility of FFF-
ALS for quick monitoring of transitional changes in virus size

istribution caused by experimental treatments.

. Discussion

The development of a FFF separation for any type of particle
equires optimization of several flow parameters: cross flow rate,
ross flow gradient and focusing time. This study, has demon-
trated the effects of these key parameters on the separation of
nfluenza virus samples. This is often an effective approach for
FF method development. However, these key flow parameters
ost likely interact to varying degrees. An alternative and pos-

ibly more efficient approach would employ a factorial analysis
f the key flow parameters to study their interactions and opti-
ize the method separation. Another key flow parameter which

s not addressed here and is not fully explained with the cur-
ent FFF theory is total channel flow. Previously it was observed
hat channel flow rates between 0.8 and 1.2 ml/min are best for
irus separation. A more systematic and thorough study of this
arameter remains to be undertaken.

Each analytical method used in the characterization of viral
ize distribution and counting described previously has its own
dvantages and limitations (Table 6). These methods are com-
lementary to each other and, together; they can give a better
nderstanding of the virus sub-populations. The selection of one

r more specific methods for use depends on the unique issues
f the study that need to be solved. FFF-MALS can be used as a
omplementary tool for several other well-established methods
n the general biophysical analysis of influenza samples. It can
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Table 6
Pros and cons of various analytical methods

Methods Features Pros Cons

FFF-MALS Particle size and distribution, total
particle counts

Low cost, high throughput, quantitative,
precise, ease of use, does not rely on
polymer standards

Depends on FFF separation, complicated by
virus aggregates

SEC-MALS Particle size and distribution, total
particle counts

Low cost, high throughput, quantitative,
precise, ease of use, does not rely on
polymer standards

Depends on SEC separation, complicated by
virus aggregates and exclusion limit

TEM Particle size, total particle counts, virus
morphology

Well established, sample visualization, virus
identification

High cost, time-consuming, low precision
for counts, relies on accurate bead count,
artifacts from sample preparation

AFM Particle size, virus morphology Low cost, sample visualization, less artifacts
than TEM

Time-consuming, low precision for counts,
relies on accurate bead count

PCR Total particle counts Low cost, high throughput, quantitative Depends on standard calibration, measures
gene copy rather than particles (exclude
empty capsids), artifacts from non-particle
RNA

TCID50 Potency Measures ability of virus to infect target cells Time-consuming, low throughput
F ghput
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FA Potency Higher throu

rovide an assessment of virus particle count and size distribu-
ion and can be applied to real-time, in-process testing of virus
reparations (Litzen and Wahlund, 1989; Balch et al., 2002).
he use of FFF-MALS is effective in measuring total particle
ounts and the number-weighted size distribution of influenza
irions. The SEC-MALS assay is an additional tool for evalu-
ting virus particle count and size distribution, although it may
e constrained by the exclusion limit for aggregated viral pop-
lations. Also, virus interactions with the column matrix could
reak or induce aggregation of the viral particles. TEM and AFM
re powerful microscopic techniques with additional features of
ample visualization and identification. The PCR method may
e a more sensitive method for total particle counting relative
o TEM and FFF-MALS (Loisy et al., 2004). Considering the
ariability of the methods used, the total particle counts obtained
sing PCR and FFF-MALS were comparable to those obtained
sing TEM. However, it was noted that the values using RT-PCR
ere 0.2–0.5 logs lower than the other two counting methods
resumably because of the presence of some proportion of “hol-
ow virions”, or particles lacking any genetic material in these
amples. In addition to the good correlation of the total particle
ount by TEM, FFF-MALS and PCR techniques the number of
nfectious particles measured by the TCID50 and FFA assays
lso agreed (Table 2). The proportion of infectious particles
ould be a characteristic of the virus population, its stability
r the process used for virus sample preparation. For exam-
le, freeze-thaw cycle and sample filtration could significantly
ecrease viral infectivity. Therefore a combination of fast and
nexpensive assays such as FFF-MALS and FFA could com-
lement elaborate and expensive TEM and TCID50 methods in
haracterization of virus populations.

In summary, the development of FFF-MALS and SEC-

ALS methods to measure total particle counts and virus
onomer/aggregate distribution in virus preparations has been

eported. The similarity between values obtained by these
ethods to those obtained using the TEM-based method, a

F
F

than TCID50 Multiple processing steps required for
readouts

ell established method for total virus quantitation (Obenauer-
utner et al., 2002), supports the value of these methods for easy

nd cost-effective monitoring of virus preparations.
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